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2,000 food safer)' inspections

3,400 off-streer car spaces

11,000 ronnes of recycling

40,000 ronnes of waste

care for 4,800 elderly

services for 5.000 children

Thank you for your Association's email of 15 December 2012 concerning 487
Neerim Road, Murrumbeena.

8,500 srrecr lighrs

45 sporrsgrounds

In relation to 487 Neerim Road, Council's position remains as stated in my letter of
14 December.

In relation to Packer Park, while the area of the two house blocks themselves may
not have been as large as the property at 487 Neerim Road, incorporating those two
blocks into the park had the effect of making considerably more land available for
users of the park. I note that the Neerim Road land ultimately sold for $2,700,000,
and would likely have required considerable further expenditure to raise it to the
standard of Glen Eira parkland.

The grant for the Murrumbeena play space was not "unexpected". Council prepared
the project, applied for the funding and was successful. Council then provided for the
remainder of the expenditure in the following Budget.

While your tacit approval of Council's current financial position is welcome, Council
does not hold millions of dollars on the off chance of an opportunity arising. To do so
would invite criticism for not addressing known needs. The only ways of funding an
opportunity at short notice would be to cancel or defer an existing project or borrow
the funds. The significance of the defined benefit call is that, while it is not
"borrowing", it is a liability. Councils have been given the option of paying the
shortfall off over a period of up to 15 years, but annual interest of 7.5% of any
outstanding amount will also be payable to the fund, and there will most likely be
further calls in the meantime.

While GESAC is covering the cost of the GESAC loan, Council needs to cover the
Defined Benefit call in future Budgets and the next Strategic Resource Plan. In that
context, a further loan now for 487 Neerim Road would not be appropriate.



The concept of an operating surplus is that in our day-to-day activities ("operating"),
we spend less than we receive in order that in our capital program we spend more
than depreciation. An operating surplus is not a surplus overall and does not imply
spare funds. As stated above, to the extent that our performance this financial year
is better than expected, we will also have to make provision for the defined benefit
call which had not been notified when the Budget was adopted.

The most appropriate forum for discussions about open space will be the
consultative processes as part of the development of the Open Space Strategy
during 2013. Further information for all residents will be included in the February
edition of Glen Eira News.
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